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The part has normal wear from use, which might be seen from the product photos. However,
please be sure to check your part numbers and with a licensed mechanic, or dealership to make
sure. All mounting brackets are in good condition and usable. Lastly, we do offer a 90 day
warranty on the part. Please take time to read this listing, to see our various policies. Payment
upon pickup must offer one of the approved electronic payment methods. Full payment is due
before the part will be shipped out. If for some reason you can not pay or have made a purchase
in error please let us know as soon as possible. Please do this by sending us an eBay Message.
We process all orders within 1 business day. All shipments get a tracking number which will be
sent to you as soon as your item ships. Shipping Fees are the responsibility of the buyer, but
we try to make it as transparent and easy as possible. We Ship Anywhere! We are a member of
the eBay Global Shipping Program! We are happy to ship to international addresses. We will
gladly accept returns if your are not happy with your Part or it does not fit. If the part is
damaged or defective we will refund or replace the defective item. If you have any questions
about your order, please contact us through eBay's messaging system Please have your ebay
item number available. Local pickup is available during business hours. However, you must
contact us to arrange for this. Standridge Auto Parts was founded by the late Billy Standridge in
Billy worked in a salvage yard when he was 17 and started his business even before he
graduated from high school. Even while he was racing and worked as a crew chief, he kept his
salvage yard going. At a young age Billy had a love for racing. He would race lawn mowers for
fun and the love that he had for cars led into a long challenging career in stock car racing and
NASCAR. He began Stock car racing in the late 70's with much success, running small tracks
and gaining driving experience. Standridge began running his own team, the 47 Ford
Thunderbird, picking up sponsorship from Jayski and also from fan-sponsored donations. His
last career start was that of the Pepsi in , where his engine expired 19 laps into the race. His last
attempt ever came in , when he filled in for Dan Pardus in the Midwest Transit Racing Chevy at
Rockingham Speedway in 2nd-round-qualifying, but his time was not fast enough to make the
race. After making it a success he was ready to go bigger and proceeded to buy a yard in
Winston Salem. Standridge was a hard worker and a very successful businessman; he always
worked to make things bigger and better for himself but more for his family. He was the best
father and husband anyone could ask for with a grand heart. In March Billy was diagnosed with
Cancer and passed away on April 12, after fighting a short strong battle. He is truly missed by
his family, friends and employees. We know he is proud to see his daughters and his dedicated
employees at Standridge Auto Parts keeping the business as successful as he did. Add
Standridge Auto Parts to your Favorites and receive our email newsletters about special
promotions! Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window
or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new
window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1
- Carousel. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast
shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information standridgeautoparts1 Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. We Appreciate Your Business!! Item Information Condition:. Read
more. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Make Offer. Resume making your offer , if the
page does not update immediately. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full.
Longtime Member. Fast and safe Shipping. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Shelby, North Carolina, United States. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Mon. Delivery
times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International
shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or
tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn
More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from this seller. Showing
Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Transmission ECM 2. Transmission ECM 4. Add to cart to save with this
special offer. If you Buy It Now, you'll only be purchasing this item. If you'd like to get the
additional items you've selected to qualify for this offer, close this window and add these items
to your cart. Buy only this item Close this window. Report item - opens in a new window or tab.
This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the
resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting

translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Lastly, we do
offer a 30 day warranty on the part. Priority Mail. Some modules may need to be reprogrammed
at a Dealership. Please contact your local dealer or service center for more information.
Reprogramming costs are the responsibility of the buyer. Please contact eBay with any
payment issues. International Buyers: Buyers are responsible for custom duties and brokerage
charges. Sales tax will be charged North Carolina shipments. If you choose to pick up your part
then sales tax will be added regardless of residence. Serious buyers only. All payments must be
received within 7 days of purchase date. Please Note If a Best Offer is made we reserve the right
to ship the item with a economical shipping service unless the shipping method is stated in the
offer. International Shipping: We Ship Anywhere! Please keep in mind that any returns must be
made within 30 days from the receipt of the item. Damage caused during installation is not
considered a product deficiency and will not be covered under warranty. We will exchange or
refund any defective products free of charge. Customers are responsible for all shipping costs.
Family Owned and Operated business since Newsletter Add Standridge Auto Parts to your
Favorites and receive our email newsletters about special promotions! Shipping and handling.
This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the
seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping
cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation.
International Priority Shipping. The Eagle Vision was a full-sized , front-wheel drive four-door
sports sedan that was produced from to As one of the LH sedans , it was Automobile Magazine
's Automobile of the Year in , and ultimately the only Eagle model to be completely designed
and built in-house by Chrysler. The Vision's design can be traced to , when designer Kevin
Verduyn completed the initial exterior design of a new aerodynamic concept sedan called
Navajo. The design never passed the clay model stage. It was also at this time that the Chrysler
Corporation purchased bankrupt Italian sports car manufacturer Lamborghini. The Navajo's
exterior design was reworked and became the Lamborghini Portofino , released as a concept at
the Frankfurt Auto Show. The Portofino was heralded as a design triumph, setting in motion
Chrysler's decision to produce a production sedan with the Portofino's revolutionary exterior
design, called "cab-forward. The cab forward design was characterized by the long, low slung
windshield, and relatively short overhangs. The wheels were effectively pushed to the corners
of the car, creating a larger passenger cabin than the contemporaries of the time. Design of the
chassis began in the late s, after Chrysler had bought another automaker: American Motors
Corporation AMC in , from which the Eagle division is derived. During this time, Chrysler began
designing the replacement for the Dodge Dynasty and Chrysler Fifth Avenue as well as a
potential Plymouth. The new design, under Castaing's leadership, began with the Eagle Premier.
The chassis design was continually refined throughout the following years, as it underpinned
more Chrysler concepts: the Chrysler Millennium and Eagle Optima. The Premier's longitudinal
engine mounting layout was inherited, as was the front suspension geometry, and parts of the
braking system. The chassis itself became a flexible architecture capable of supporting front or
rear-wheel drive designated "LH" and "LX" respectively. The transmission was inspired by the
Premier's Audi and ZF automatics. By , it was decided that the new technologically advanced
car would need a new technologically advanced engine to power it. Until that time, the only
engine confirmed for use was Chrysler's 3. The 3. The appearance, still based on the cab
forward exterior design of the Lamborghini Portofino concept , with its aerodynamic shape,
made for little wind noise inside this large car. The engineering and sleek styling gives the
Vision a low drag coefficient 0. Without badges, the Vision could easily pass as a
first-generation Concorde. The main difference between the two are the taillight clusters. Like
the European sedans it was marketed to compete against, the Vision incorporates rear amber
turn signals over the Concorde's red ones. Neither does the Vision have the Concorde's faux
rear lightbar between the taillights. While the two cars share headlights, the Vision's grille is
smaller and, separated by its prominent center badge, has been likened to the appearance of
"nostrils. Unlike the Vision, the Concorde never offered the autostick option. Marketed as a
sport sedan, the Vision offered only bucket seats with console, never the split bench with
column shift. The Vision featured a monochromatic design inside and out, with no brand or

model badge on the doors as found on the Concorde , and available aluminum wheels with a
simple design. The single color motif was more pronounced on models without the grey lower
body trim paint scheme. In keeping with its high-performance image, the Vision was the only LH
sedan to come standard with "touring" suspension. The upscale TSi model featured
leather-trimmed seats, 8-way power seats for both the driver and front passenger,
leather-wrapped steering wheel, leather shift knob, cloth door inserts, rear seat vents, center
rear armrest, and personal reading lamps. Power windows and central door locks were standard
for both trims, as were dual airbags, with remote keyless entry available as an option. Among
other factory installed sound systems available, was the top-of-the-line Infinity sound system
which included 8 speakers positioned throughout the cabin along with an equalizer. Head units
included a radio with either cassette or CD playback, and a maximum five-bands adjustable
graphic equalizer. The TSi model was distinguishable as it did not have a fixed mast antenna,
but a retractable power antenna that stored itself inside the rear passenger-side fender.
Anti-lock brakes ABS were standard, with traction control optional. Dual-way power sunroofs
were available on this car in either trim. They were designed and installed by American Sunroof
Corp. An installed sunroof eliminated most of the front overhead console that featured storage
bins for a garage door opener and sunglasses. The Vision was generally the middle offering of
the original three LH cars, with the ESi starting between a base Intrepid and a base Concorde
usually just under the Concorde by a few hundred dollars. However the TSi's base price was
more than a base Concorde. The Eagle Vision ESi came equipped with a 3. Both engines were
joined to a 4-speed automatic. The and TSi with its 3. The Vision sold around , units, from to ,
and Chrysler was planning to continue it for the redesign of the LH cars for Some prototypes
featured the Eagle logo, and Vision production continued into September to offer dealers with
an adequate amount of models, until the introduction redesigned Vision. However, Chrysler
made the decision to stop production of the Vision and Talon Eagle's only other model by then
with the last unit built on September 5, On September 29, , the automaker notified 2, U. The car
that was planned to be the redesigned Vision, became the model year Chrysler M. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. This article is about the car. For the TV and film
production company, see Eagle Vision company. For vision of eagles, see eagle eye and bird
vision. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle. MY Retrieved 8 May Consumer Guide Automotive. Archived from the original on 6
December Retrieved 2 July The Advertising Age Encyclopedia of Advertising. The Auto
Channel. Chrysler Corporation. Veloce Publishing. Retrieved Jazz Optima. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Articles needing additional
references from June All articles needing additional references Short description is different
from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Brampton Assembly in Brampton, Ontario ,
Canada. Longitudinal front-engine, front-wheel drive. Wikimedia Commons has media related to
Eagle Vision. Historic: â€” Vista Wagon. Summit Wagon. Vehicle sold under both Renault and
Eagle marques. This has been an awesome car. I had the vehicle oiled 5 times and it still has
maintained a rust free vehicle with now just over kms. I plan on getting it repainted as the
exterior clear coat has given way. Garage kept and well oiled this vehicle has given pretty much
great driving with 2 new batteries since I took ownership. The engine, 3. I used to burn premium
gas but now it seems to run well just on regular. Good trunk room, great leather interior and a
modern look keep this car in my garage. I almost bought another one when I saw it going for
peanuts on ebay. A great car. Good solid vehicle. Good gas mileage for a mid-size sedan. I got
25 mpg around town and mpg highway. Only large repair in 8 years of ownership was replacing
the air conditioning compressor. I bought my car new in It's been great to drive and wonderfully
comfortable. I've only had a few minor problems and I'm sad to have to sell it! Bought it new,
and the car computer went out within 2 years, thank goodness THAT was still under warranty.
However, after the warranty, everything else broke down, most notably the transmission, the
AC, the radio, the tie rods, and gas lines. I've had the transmission replaced and that second
one went bad too. I can't wait to rid myself of this money trap. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the Vision. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Pros fuel efficiency
appearance spaciousness electrical system acceleration. Don't buy this car!! Items per page:.
Write a review See all Visions for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Vision. Sign Up. It looks
like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy, Stranger!
Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse
Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. May edited April in Eagle. I have a 94 Vision with the

climate control system. The system was working fine and all of a sudden it began pumping out
heated air even though the temp. No matter where I place the temp setting I receive only heated
air through the ducts. The clutch on the compressor is turning as it should and all the piping
under the hood is cold. If anyone can pinpoint this problem for me it would be greatly
appreciated. May Sounds like some type of servo unit failure I am only guessing of course, but
you might ask the parts person at the dealership if servo failure is common on these cars. I
know it is on my Mercedes, they keep a barrelful of them at the dealer. You need someone more
familiar with this car to actually diagnose the unit, but maybe this will give you some ideas
anyway. It was a long while back when I was interested in buying that car, and I had researched
it out quite a bit back then. I cannot now remember exactly what it looked like and where the
radio or other controls are on your vehicle, but I remember they pulled a square unit out which
was located directly in front of your floor shifter where it meets the dash. I noticed this was so
common that several cars had the unit removed while it was on order. I assume what I was
looking at then was your climate control system, but I have no clue I just cannot remember
anything other then its position related to the dashboard. Hope it helps! We have taken our 94
Chrysler concord 91K mi 3. My wife likes the car, style and ride but just hates all the Chrysler
problems that come with it! Maybe time for a Volvo? Good luck on your Vision. Good luck with
the "Vision" , These are beautiful cars "too bad they're a money-pit! I appreciate all the effort
you made to help me with this problem. I'll take your advice and report back. With the part
replace on our Concorde the air had to be recharged and all works fine now. The dealer left us
the old defective part, it is the complete "Control assy" pushbuttons and all! Its' about 3" tall 8"
wide and 4" deep. Now that I see it, it is something very easily changed out in 15 min. June I
recently traded my TSI for a Maxima. I lost count after 9 visits to the dealer and felt I was getting
more chummy with the service mangers and mechanics than I cared to. They replaced the
evaporator coil three that's right 3 times. Plus they replaced various other seals and stuff over
about a two year period. I began to feel sorry for the dealer because they were trying their best
to get it fixed. We could not rely on using the car for vacations or any summer trips. I wrote two
letters to Chrysler and had phone conversations with their customer reps. This proved to be
disastrous. At first they were somewhat sympathetic and helpful but then became intransigent
and argumentative. They implied that if it worked for six weeks then it was really fixed. Bottom
line is they totally blew me off. Over my lifetime I was partial to Chrysler cars. I bought five cars
from Chrysler beginning with a '65 Barracuda. This year when shopping for a new car I did not
even consider a Chrysler product. I don't blame the car or the dealer. At least the work was all
done under warranty and did not cost me any money. But it did cost me much inconvenience
plus the lack of use of a car during much of the summer. I really like my new Max! For more
information go to I've been having driving problems in the past couple of weeks, and my
mechanic is now telling me that the problems I'm experiencing are caused by running rich. Can
you tell me what this means, and how do I correct the problem? During the combustion
process, the engine generates power using two crucial elementsâ€”air and fuel. For combustion
to happen properly, the engine must receive the correct amount of fuel for a specific amount of
air. The correct ratio is The former can happen because of a wide range of reasons. When the
air filter is clogged, this will keep air from flowing properly to the engine. Similarly, when there's
too much fuel pressure in the system or one of the injectors is leaking, more fuel will reach the
engine. These scenarios are examples of running rich, and they now cause the problems you
are experiencing in your ride. Correct the problem by addressing the main issue that's causing
it. I bought a set of window visors last week, the type that you just stick to the windows using
the tape that comes with them. I tried to install and attach one of the visors the other day, but it
won't stick to the surface no matter what I do. Is there any trick to making these things stick and
hold onto their mounting location? The most probable reason the window visor won't stick is
that the surface you're sticking it to is a bit dirty; it probably has small debris that keep the visor
from being properly attached. What you can do is to clean the said surface and ensure that no
debris or dust is left. You can use isopropyl alcohol for cleaning. If the tape that comes with it
doesn't work, you can get a 3M automotive double-sided tape and use it to attach the visor to
the window. I am about to replace the brake pads in my Eagle Vision because they had gone too
thin. I was alerted to the problem by a squealing sound when braking, which turned out to be
the brake sensor warning me about the situation. My question is this: do I really need to replace
the brake sensor now because it's already sort of spent? Please advise. Yes, it is advised that
you get a new sensor together with the new brake pad set and that you replace the old sensor
when you install the new pads. This sensor is mounted on the pads, and there are cases when
you might notice the thinning pad even if the sensor hasn't released any sign of need to replace
the pads. In a case like this, you may reuse the old pads. However, if the pad has been used,
then it's advised that you discard it and install a new one together with the new pads. This will

guarantee that the sensor is always up to par when it comes to keeping you aware when the
pads already need changing. It received some recognitions throughout its 4-year run. During
this time, the design for the exterior of the Navajo, an aerodynamic concept sedan, was
completed but never got beyond the clay model stage. The success of the design prompted
Chrysler to manufacture a production sedan using the cab-forward exterior design of the
Portofino. This design included a long, low-slung windshield and wheels that were placed deep
into the corners of the car. Chrysler later on bought American Motors Corporation, where the
Eagle division was based, in Soon after, the design of the chassis started. Some of the designs
were derived from the prototypes of Chrysler, Eagle, and other models. The Eagle Vision was
based on the Eagle Premier, the vehicle model it eventually replaced. The available trims
included the ESi and the TSi. The Vision closely resembled the first-generation Concorde. It was
designed with a cab-forward exterior as the Lamborghini Portofino concept. The style and
engineering of the Vision was aerodynamically charged and brought a 0. In its 4-year run, the
sedan went through some upgrades and changes. In , variable-assist power steering became
available. By this time, both trims looked quite similar as they sported the same lower-body
cladding. Some of the changes included a spike of the 3. For the ESi model, the 3. In , the new
Autostick shift was offered for the TSi model. The Eagle Vision sold significant number of units
during its lifetime. However, its production ceased in The Eagle brand under Chrysler was also
dissolved by The redesigned Vision was released as the Chrysler M. We've Made a Site Update.
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